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ABSTRACT
PURPOSE Exercise training in healthy volunteers rapidly improves vascular function,
preceding structural remodelling. No study examined the time-course of such adaptations in
subjects with a priori endothelial dysfunction. METHODS We examined brachial artery
endothelial and smooth muscle function using flow-mediated dilation (FMD) and glyceryl
trinitrate (GTN) administration in 13 type 2 diabetes patients (59±6 years) and 10 healthy
subjects (58±7 years) before, during (2-weekly) and after an 8-week training program.
Arterial structure was assessed via peak blood flow and artery diameter. RESULTS Training
increased peak oxygen uptake (P=0.03), comparable between groups (P=0.276). We observed
a similar impact of training on brachial artery vasomotor function across the training period in
diabetes patients and controls (FMD/GTN-ratio), with a higher FMD/GTN-ratio at 2, 6 and 8
weeks (P=0.036). Artery diameter, peak blood flow or peak diameter had not changed after
training. CONCLUSION Training leads to rapid improvement in brachial artery vascular
function in diabetes patients and controls. In contrast to previous observations in healthy
young subjects, the increase in function was preserved after 8 weeks of training in middleaged diabetes patients and controls, suggesting a different time-course in vascular adaptations
in subjects with endothelial dysfunction.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ANOVA

analysis of variance

BMI

body mass index

bpm

beats per minute

eNOS

endothelial nitric oxide synthase

FMD

flow mediated dilation

GTN

glyceryl trinitrate

HDL

high density lipoprotein

HOMA-IR

homeostasis model assessment for insulin resistance

HR

heart rate

LDL

low density lipoprotein

LSD

least significant differences

NO

nitric oxide

rpm

rotations per minute

RQ

respiratory quotient

T2DM

type 2 diabetes mellitus

W

watt
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INTRODUCTION
Regular exercise training has strong and independent cardioprotective effects in asymptomatic
subjects and in those at increased cardiovascular risk (Blair and Morris 2009), an impact that
can only partly be explained by changes in traditional cardiovascular risk factors (Mora et al.
2007). One explanation for this ‘risk factor gap’ invokes direct effects of exercise on the
vasculature (Green et al. 2008; Joyner and Green 2009). Insight into adaptations in vascular
function will therefore contribute to a better understanding of the cardioprotective effects of
exercise training.

Previous studies suggest that improvement in vascular function after dynamic exercise
training is not universal (Green et al. 2004; Green et al. 2011), especially in healthy
volunteers. The presence of time-dependent adaptations in vascular function in response to
exercise training may partly explain this observation. Originally based on findings in animals
(Laughlin 1995), human studies have also demonstrated that short-term exercise training
enhances conduit artery function in subjects with cardiovascular risk factors or disease (Green
et al. 2004; Maiorana et al. 2001; Watts et al. 2004), whilst prolonged training induces
structural changes (i.e. increased diameter) (Brown 2003; Prior et al. 2003). Studies involving
2-weekly measurements across an 8-week period of large (i.e. cycling/running exercise) (Birk
et al. 2012; Tinken et al. 2008) or small muscle group (i.e. handgrip exercise) (Tinken et al.
2010) training in healthy young volunteers have consistently demonstrated that 2 weeks of
exercise training is sufficient to significantly enhance vascular function. This initial rapid
increase in vascular function is often normalised after 6-8 weeks of training. These
observations support the idea that exercise training leads to time-dependent adaptation in
conduit artery function, which is superseded by arterial remodelling.
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Studies performed in patients at increased cardiovascular risk, such as those with type 2
diabetes, have demonstrated that exercise training improves vascular function (Maiorana et al.
2001; Okada et al. 2010), but the presence of time-dependent adaptations in this group has
not, to our knowledge, been addressed. Given that a priori endothelial dysfunction is evident
in subjects with type 2 diabetes, a different time-dependent adaptation in vascular function
may be apparent compared to that observed in healthy young subjects. The purpose of the
present study was therefore to assess brachial artery function at 2-weekly intervals across an
8-week exercise training program (Ginsberg and MacCallum 2009; Janka 1996; Kannel 2002;
Marks and Raskin 2000) in patients with type 2 diabetes and controls. We hypothesize that, in
keeping with findings in healthy young subjects, a rapid increase in vascular function would
be present during the initial weeks of training, followed by a normalisation after 6-8 weeks.

METHODS
Subjects
We recruited 13 male patients from the community with type 2 diabetes (59±6 years) and 10
middle-aged apparently healthy men (58±7 years) as controls. Type 2 diabetes patients had
been diagnosed for at least 2 years. Exclusion criteria for both type 2 diabetes and controls
included overt coronary artery disease, smoking, type I diabetes mellitus, age <40 or >65, and
diabetes-related manifestations of vascular disease. We also excluded subjects who performed
regular physical exercise. The study procedures were approved by the medical ethical
committee of the Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre and adhered to the
Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects gave written informed consent before participation in
this study.
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Experimental design
First, subjects reported to the laboratory for pre-training assessment of brachial artery function
and structure, subject characteristics and physical fitness. Subsequently, all subjects
underwent an 8-week exercise-training program. Vascular assessments were repeated at 2weekly intervals to examine the time-course of adaptation in these parameters across the 8weeks of exercise training. Physical fitness and subject characteristics were examined before
and after the 8-week exercise training program only.

Measurements: Vascular function
All subjects refrained from alcohol, caffeine, and vigorous physical exercise for at least 24
hours prior to testing. The morning of the test, subjects were instructed not to take any
medication. All tests were performed in laboratory conditions with constant temperature
(20°C for physical fitness testing, 22°C for vascular testing) and humidity (35%). We
performed all tests between 8 AM and 4 PM. To control for diurnal variation in FMD, all
measurements within subjects were performed at the same time of day (Jones et al.).

Brachial artery endothelium-dependent dilation. Measurement of brachial artery endotheliumdependent dilation (using flow-mediated dilation FMD) was performed by an experienced
vascular sonographer. A 10 MHz multifrequency linear array probe attached to a high
resolution ultrasound machine (T3000; Terason, Burlington, MA, USA) was used to image the
brachial artery in the distal 1/3rd of the upper arm. When an optimal image was obtained, the
probe was held stable and ultrasound parameters were set to optimize the longitudinal, Bmode images of lumen–arterial wall interface.

For assessment of FMD, subjects rested in the supine position for a period of at least 20
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minutes to facilitate stable baseline measurement of artery diameter and blood flow. To
examine brachial artery FMD, the arm was extended and positioned at an angle of ∼80

degrees from the torso. A rapid inflation and deflation pneumatic cuff was positioned on the
forearm of the imaged limb, immediately distal to the olecranon process, to provide a stimulus
of forearm ischaemia. Continuous Doppler velocity assessment was obtained using the lowest
possible insonation angle (consistently <60 degrees), which did not vary during or between
measurements. The forearm cuff was inflated to 220 mmHg for 5 min. Diameter and flow
recordings resumed 30 s prior to cuff deflation and continued for 3 min thereafter. Time to
peak was calculated from the point of cuff deflation to the maximum post-deflation diameter.
Calculation of FMD and time to peak were therefore observer-independent and based on
standardized algorithms applied to data, which had undergone automated edge-detection and
wall-tracking.

Brachial artery endothelium-independent dilation. Following a rest period of at least 15
minutes to allow brachial artery diameter and flow to return to baseline levels, a 1-min
baseline recording of diameter and flow was taken. Subsequently, brachial artery endotheliumindependent vasodilation was examined after administration of a single spray of sublingual
GTN (400 µg), a nitric oxide donor. This was followed by 10 min continuous recording of
brachial artery diameter and blood flow.

Brachial artery peak blood flow. After a further rest period (>15-min), a 1 min baseline
recording of brachial artery diameter and blood flow was performed. Brachial artery dilation
was then examined after a 5-min period of ischaemia. During this ischaemic period,
consisting of 1 min ischaemia, followed by 3-min isotonic handgrip exercise and a final 1 min
of ischaemia, the cuff remained inflated at 220 mmHg. Handgrip exercise involved 1
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contraction every 2 s of a 3-kg load. The peak hyperemic forearm blood flow in response to
this stimulus in humans provides an index of resistance artery size or remodeling whilst the
brachial dilator response provides a surrogate for maximal dilator capacity (Naylor et al.
2005). We resumed diameter and flow recordings 30 s prior to cuff deflation and continued for
3 min thereafter.

Measurements: Physical fitness and subject characteristics
Subject characteristics. During the first visit all subjects completed a questionnaire
concerning their medical history and medication use. We measured height, weight and resting
blood pressure after a 5-minute seated rest using a manual sphygmomanometer. A venous
blood sample was taken for assessment of fasting glucose, insulin, total cholesterol, HDL,
LDL, triglycerides. From the glucose and insulin levels we calculated the HOMA-IR index as
a valid measure of insulin resistance (Matthews et al. 1985).

Physical fitness. On a subsequent day, subjects performed an incremental cycle exercise test to
examine maximal workload and peak oxygen consumption. Data from this test were used to
determine maximal heart rate, which was used to calculate workload during exercise training.
Each subject performed an incremental maximal exercise test on a cycle ergometer (Lode,
Excalibur, Groningen, the Netherlands) before and after training. The test started at a power
output of 10 W and power output increased by 10 W/min until voluntary exhaustion. Subjects
were instructed to maintain a cadence of between 60 and 80 rpm during the test. We
continuously recorded oxygen consumption (VO2, in mlO2/kg/min), ventilation (Ve, in l/min),
respiratory quotient (RQ) (Oxycon IV, Jaeger, Germany) and heart rate (HR, in bpm).
Furthermore, we measured blood lactate levels (mmol/l) using Accutrend® Lactate (Roche
Diagnostics GmbH, type 3012522, Mannheim, Germany) before and 2 min after finishing the
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maximal exercise test. For a test to be classified as successful, at least 3 out of the following 4
criteria had to be met: clinical signs of exhaustion of the participant, respiratory quotient
≥1.10, finishing within 10 beats of the maximum predicted heart rate (=220-age), and
flattening of VO2 uptake curve (≤110mL increase during the last minute) (Balady et al. 2010).
Cardiac rhythm via ECG was assessed at rest (before the test), and continuously throughout
the maximal exercise test. All subjects were screened by a physician before commencing the
test, and all maximal exercise tests were supervised by a physician. An automated external
defibrillator was present in the room where the test took place, and the supervisors of the tests
were trained in its use.

Exercise training intervention
Exercise training was performed over an 8-week training period with subjects visiting our
facility 3 times per week. Each session was supervised by one of our researchers and
consisted of a warm-up, followed by a circuit of resistance exercises (leg press, calf raise, leg
curl, leg extension, lower back, abdominal crunch, 3 series of 12 repetitions each, with 1
minute of rest between sets within each exercise) interspersed with aerobic activities (e.g.
cycling, running) (Maiorana et al., 2002; Watts et al., 2004). The total protocol was as
follows: 5 minutes warming-up (cycling), 5 minutes of cycling, leg curl, leg extension, 5
minutes of running, lower back, abdominal crunch, 5 minutes of cycling, leg press, calf raise,
5 minutes of running. Total duration of each session was approximately 60 minutes. A heart
rate monitor (Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) was used to continuously monitor heart
rate during the aerobic exercise and heart rate was maintained at 70-75% of heart rate reserve.
The intensity level for each of the resistance exercises was set at a level which enables the
participant to complete the three series of 12 repetitions. Intensity was increased each week
under the guidance of the trainers. If a participant missed a supervised exercise session, an
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extra session was planned in the same or following week, so that each participant performed a
total of 24 supervised sessions (100% compliance). This type of training is demonstrated to
improve vascular function and structure in healthy subjects (Black et al. 2008; Tinken et al.
2008) as well as in those with cardiovascular risk or disease (Green 2009; Maiorana et al.
2002; Maiorana et al. 2011).

Data Analysis
Post-test analysis of brachial artery diameter and velocity was performed using customdesigned edge-detection and wall-tracking software, which is independent of investigator bias
(Woodman et al. 2001). The echo-Doppler signal was real-time encoded and stored as a
digital file. Subsequent software analysis of these data was performed at 30 Hz using an iconbased graphic programming language and toolkit (LabView 6.02; National Instruments,
Austin, TX). The program allows users to identify a region of interest on the clearest portion
of the vascular wall. It then identifies, via the intensity of the brightness of the walls versus
the lumen of the vessel, the walls of the artery. Regions of interest were selected for diameter
and blood velocity on the duplex images. From this synchronized diameter and velocity data,
blood flow (the product of lumen cross-sectional area and Doppler velocity) was calculated at
30 Hz. Baseline diameter, flow and shear rate were calculated as the mean of data acquired
across the 1 minute preceding the cuff inflation period.

FMD was calculated using the baseline and peak diameter following cuff deflation. Peak
diameter was automatically detected according to an algorithm, which identified the
maximum bracket of data subsequent to performance of a moving window smoothing
function. This smoothing routine calculates the median value from 100 consecutive samples,
before the window shifts to the next bracket of data, which shares 20% overlap with the
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preceding bracket. The maximum value of all the calculated median values is then
automatically detected and chosen to represent the peak of the post-deflation artery diameter
curve. FMD was calculated as the percentage rise of this peak diameter from the preceding
baseline diameter. We have shown that reproducibility of diameter measurements using this
semi-automated software is significantly better than manual methods, reduces observer error
significantly, and possesses an intra-observer coefficient of variance of 6.7% (Woodman et al.
2001). We also present the FMD/GTN-ratio as this ratio corrects the FMD for potential
differences between and within subjects in the endothelium-independent dilation (i.e. GTN%).
This is of special importance given recent observations of differences between (clinical)
groups with and without atherosclerosis (Maruhashi et al. ; Raitakari et al. 2001).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20.0 (SPSS, Chicago (Illinois), USA)
software. According to Woodman et al. our sample size is sufficient to detect clinically
relevant differences in our primary outcome measures (Woodman et al. 2001). All data are
reported as mean ± SD unless stated otherwise, and statistical significance was assumed at
P<0.05. Unpaired Student’s t-tests were used to compare baseline values between groups, and
checked our data for normality. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to examine
changes in our primary outcome parameter FMD across the exercise-training period
(‘training’; 0, 2, 4, 6, versus 8 weeks), and whether the magnitude of exercise trainingmediated adaptations differ between groups (‘group’; T2DM versus control). A similar
statistical approach was used to examine changes in diameter, peak blood flow/diameter,
physical fitness, and glucose homeostasis. When a significant main- or interaction-effect was
found, post-hoc comparisons were performed to identify which time-points significantly differ
from pre-training. Post-hoc analysis was performed using the least significant difference
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(LSD) method for pair-wise multiple comparisons when a significant main effect was
observed (Perneger 1998). According to a recent study by Atkinson et al., inadequate scaling
for FMD would be present if the upper confidence limit of the regression slope of the
relationship between logarithmically transformed base diameter and peak diameter is less than
one (Atkinson et al. 2013). In such an event, FMD% is not an appropriate measure to estimate
endothelial function. We checked our data for this phenomenon, and found that in the case of
our FMD data it was not appropriate to perform the allometric modelling solution proposed by
Atkinson et al (Atkinson et al. 2013).

RESULTS
Subject characteristics
Prior to the 8-week intervention, subjects with type 2 diabetes demonstrated a significantly
higher weight and BMI and lower cholesterol and LDL compared with controls (Table 1). In
addition, type 2 diabetes possessed significantly higher glucose, insulin, and HOMA-IR
compared with controls (Table 1). No significant differences between groups were found for
age, height, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, HDL and triglycerides. The 8-week exercise
training intervention did not alter these characteristics in type 2 diabetes patients or in middleaged men (Table 1). Medication use is described in table 3.

Physical fitness
Before training, a significantly lower peak oxygen uptake and peak workload were observed
in type 2 diabetes patients compared to controls (Table 1). Exercise training resulted in a
significant increase in maximal oxygen uptake and maximal load, with the magnitude of
increase comparable between groups (Table 1). For both groups, maximal heart rate and peak
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lactate were similar before and after the exercise training program (Table 1).

Vascular function
At baseline, we observed no significant differences between groups in brachial artery
diameter, FMD%, peak blood flow, peak diameter, GTN% and FMD/GTN-ratio (all
comparisons P>0.05, Table 2). We found no effect of exercise training on brachial artery
diameter, FMD%, shear rate area-under-the-curve or GTN% in type 2 diabetes patients or
controls. However, when the FMD was corrected for the endothelium-independent dilation,
the FMD/GTN-ratio, a time-dependent increase across the exercise training program was
present in both groups (Table 2, Figure 1). Post-hoc analysis revealed that FMD/GTN-ratio
was significantly higher after 2, 6, and 8 weeks of training compared with baseline. Brachial
artery dilator capacity, peak diameter, and peak blood flow did not change by exercise training
in type 2 diabetes patients or controls (Table 2, Figure 1).

DISCUSSION
The purpose of the present study was to examine whether an 8-week exercise training
program induces time-dependent adaptation in conduit artery function in type 2 diabetes
mellitus patients and controls. In keeping with previous studies in healthy young volunteers,
exercise training lead to a rapid functional increase in both groups. Whilst continued exercise
training has been associated with normalisation of endothelial function after 6-8 weeks in
young healthy subjects (Tinken et al. 2008; Tinken et al. 2010; Birk et al. 2012), we observed
preservation of the increase in brachial artery endothelial function after 6-8 weeks in both
groups in this study. This suggests the presence of a distinct time-course in vascular
adaptations to exercise training in middle-aged type 2 diabetes patients and older subjects,
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compared with young healthy individuals. The preserved improvement in brachial artery
endothelial function may have clinical relevance.

We found an 8% increase in peak oxygen uptake after the exercise-training program in type 2
diabetes patients, indicating that the training intervention was successful in improving
physical fitness. Although we did not include a non-exercising control group, previous
experiments have shown that physical fitness was not altered in subjects that did not perform
exercise training (Honkola et al. 1997; Maiorana et al. 2001). The magnitude of improvement
in physical fitness after 8 weeks is in agreement with studies that used an exercise training
program of similar duration and intensity (Dunstan et al. 1997; Honkola et al. 1997; Maiorana
et al. 2002). Healthy subjects also demonstrated a similar magnitude of benefit in physical
fitness and workload. Despite these effects of exercise training on physical fitness, we found
no effect on subject characteristics and traditional cardiovascular risk factors. Although
somewhat counterintuitive, this finding is in agreement with others who have also
demonstrated no consistent change in traditional cardiovascular risk factors after exercise
training (Maiorana et al. 2002; Green et al. 2003; Lehmann et al. 1995; Zierath and WallbergHenriksson 1992). It is also broadly consistent with the notion that exercise benefits, in terms
of vascular function and cardiovascular risk, are largely due to factors other than modification
of traditional risk factors (Green et al. 2003; Joyner and Green 2009; Mora et al. 2007).

An important question in our study relates to the presence of time-dependent adaptations in
vascular function across 8-weeks of exercise training in subjects with a priori endothelial
dysfunction. Although we did not directly compare our results to a young control group, the
pre-training values of brachial artery FMD in type 2 diabetes and controls (3.4-3.9%) are
lower than typically reported in studies examining healthy young men (Tinken et al. 2008;
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Tinken et al. 2010; Birk et al. 2012). Regarding the impact of exercise training on endothelial
function in type 2 diabetes and controls, we did not find a significant change in brachial artery
FMD across the 8-week exercise training. This observation contrasts with previous studies
that report an increase in FMD after training in type 2 diabetes (Colberg et al. 2002; Maiorana
et al. 2001). However, a recent study by Barone Gibbs et al. demonstrated no effect of
exercise on FMD in type 2 diabetes, despite marked improvements in fitness, body
composition, and glycaemic control (Barone Gibbs et al. 2012). When we corrected the
brachial artery responses for underlying changes in endothelium-independent dilation,
exercise training resulted in a significant increase in FMD/GTN-ratio in both groups. This
measure is believed to reflect compound vascular function by correcting FMD for differences
and/or changes in endothelium-independent dilation. We detected time-dependent effects of
exercise training on the FMD/GTN-ratio in both type 2 diabetes and age-matched controls. In
agreement with studies of healthy young volunteers (Birk et al. 2012; Tinken et al. 2008;
Tinken et al. 2010), two weeks of exercise training in type 2 diabetes and age-matched
controls significantly enhanced endothelial function. Whilst continuing exercise training in
young healthy controls was associated with return to baseline levels after 6-8 weeks (Birk et
al. 2012; Tinken et al. 2008; Tinken et al. 2010), the present study revealed sustained
elevation in FMD/GTN-ratios with prolonged training. This suggests that, somewhat in
contrast with younger healthy subjects, exercise training leads to improvement in endothelial
function that remains elevated in subjects with a priori endothelial dysfunction.

The notion that exercise training can lead to rapid initial changes in function is supported by
previous human and animal data. For example, Sun et al. found that daily exercise bouts for
2-4 weeks enhanced endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) in rat endothelial cells (Sun et
al. 1994) and Sessa et al. found that mRNA-levels of the calcium-dependent eNOS were
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rapidly upregulated in exercised dogs (Sessa et al. 1994). Upregulation of eNOS in response
to episodic changes in shear stress induced by repeated exercise bouts seems a sensible
hypothesis to explain the initial improvements in vascular function we observed (Niebauer
and Cooke 1996). In previous human and animal experiments, the normalization of function
in the longer term has been attributed structural adaptation (Laughlin 1995; Tinken et al.
2010), which is also believed to be endothelium and NO-mediated (Tronc et al. 1996; Langille
and O'Donnell 1986) and acts to supersede the functional response. The current results differ
from this paradigm in that function remained elevated in older healthy subjects and type 2
diabetes and there was no suggestion of arterial remodelling. Therefore, a longer, higher
intensity, or a different type of training such as interval exercise training program may be
necessary to induce improvements in vascular structure in these clinical groups. Furthermore,
we cannot fully rule out the possibility that the structural remodelling was negatively
influenced by the resistance training, as the transfers between different exercises in the circuit
may have decreased the overall workload. Previous studies have also observed that FMD is
elevated after prolonged (3 months) exercise training in type 2 diabetes patients (Okada et al.
2010) and sedentary middle-aged subjects (Babbitt et al. 2013). Furthermore, subjects with
established coronary heart disease (Ades et al. 2011) show no larger increase in vascular
function after prolonged exercise training than studies adopting a 4-8 week training protocol,
providing some support for our findings that the initial improvement in vascular function
remains when continuing exercise training. There are limited animal data on the interaction
between arterial function and structure in response to prolonged exercise training, but our
findings suggest that adaptations may differ in groups with antecedent endothelial
dysfunction. This may be due to differences in the impact of oxidative stress or inflammation,
but future studies examining the impact of (short-and long-term) exercise training (in those
with endothelial dysfunction) on a molecular level will be required to shed further light on
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this observation.

Another explanation for our consistent improvement in vascular function across the training
program may relate to time-dependent changes in NO-sensitivity of the smooth muscle cells,
rather than changes in the endothelium per se. Relatively little is known about the impact of
exercise training on smooth muscle cell sensitivity to vasodilators, such as NO, in humans. In
animals, studies have been inconclusive. A recent study in rats indicated that, although 8-12
weeks of exercise training increased eNOS function, it did not alter vascular sensitivity to NO
(McAllister and Price 2010). However, evidence also exists that exercise training changes
response of coronary smooth muscle cells to vasoactive substances and enhances myogenic
reactivity in animals (Laughlin and McAllister 1992; Laughlin et al. 1998). Exercise training
improves smooth muscle cell sensitivity in animals via the regulation of intracellular Ca2+ and
an enhanced K+ channel regulation of tone (Bowles et al. 2000). It is unknown if these
adaptations are time-dependent (Bowles et al. 2000). Future research should examine the
potential of exercise training to alter NO sensitivity of smooth muscle cells in humans.

We found no differences in vascular function or structure between middle-aged type 2
diabetes patients and controls. As baseline values for vascular function in both groups were
lower than typically reported in young healthy subjects in previous studies, this finding
suggests that we included 2 groups with a priori endothelial dysfunction. Furthermore, the
similarity in FMD between groups suggests that the type 2 diabetes patients included in our
study have no additional impairment in vascular function relative to their age-matched peers.
As a result, our findings in time-course between middle-aged and young subjects may relate
to the impact of age, rather than to a pathological mechanism in type 2 diabetes.
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A limitation of this study is that it has been powered to answer our primary research question,
to detect changes in brachial artery FMD in the type 2 diabetes group. As we have not
powered our study on the other outcome parameters, including the derivative outcome
parameter FMD/GTN, we cannot make any conclusive statements regarding its power.

In conclusion, exercise training leads to rapid improvement in brachial artery vascular
function in type 2 diabetes and controls. Contrary to previous findings in healthy young
subjects, in whom vascular function normalises when exercise training continues, the impact
of exercise training on vascular function was preserved after 8 weeks exercise training in
middle-aged type 2 diabetes patients and controls. These data suggest a distinct time-course in
vascular adaptations in middle-aged type 2 diabetes patients and controls compared with
previous observations in young healthy subjects which warrants further investigation.
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Table 1. Body characteristics in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), and controls (Control). Data is presented as mean ± SD. P-values represent a
two-way repeated measures ANOVA.
T2DM (N=13)
Pre

Body characteristics
Age (yrs)

59±6

Height (cm)

179±4

Post

103.3±15.4

Weight (kg)
2

32.4±4.2

Body mass index (kg/m )

#

#

Control (N=10)
Pre

Post

2-way ANOVA
Training

Group

58±7

0.872

180±5

0.669

Training*Group

103.5±15.8

86.8±8.6

86.0±8.5

0.554

0.008

0.341

32.5±4.4

26.9±3.5

26.6±3.4

0.533

0.003

0.310

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

142±17

139±12

132±15

125±10

0.055

0.042

0.521

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

88±11

86±9

83±6

80±4

0.077

0.100

0.950

Cholesterol (mmol/L)

4.2±1.0

#

4.0±0.9

5.5±1.1

5.4±1.4

0.147

0.006

0.929

High-density lipoprotein (mmol/L)

1.0±0.2

1.0±0.2

1.2±0.2

1.2±0.2

0.528

0.088

0.108

Low-density lipoprotein (mmol/L)

2.2±1.0

#

2.2±1.0

3.6±1.0

3.5±1.2

0.484

0.007

0.449

Triglycerids (mmol/L)

2.0±1.3

2.0±2.0

1.7±1.0

1.7±0.9

0.945

0.627

0.913

Peak Oxygen Uptake (mLO2/min/kg)

23.7±5.8#

25.8±5.4

33.0±7.5

33.8±8.8

0.031

0.010

0.276

Peak Oxygen Uptake (mLO2/min)

2381±342

2614±298

2812±338

2876±489

0.029

0.029

0.169

Peak workload (Watt)

175.0±33.4#

206.7±31.8

232.8±47.5

265.6±46.7

<0.001

0.003

0.900

Maximal Heart Rate (bpm)

158.2±11.7

159.0±10.9

163.4±13.3

165.3±13.1

0.440

0.266

0.743

8.4±2.0

9.8±2.7

11.8±3.0

11.1±3.4

0.689

0.179

0.177

6.9±2.3

4.9±0.3

4.8±0.6

0.300

<0.001

0.394

24.7±21.7

6.0±3.1

7.0±4.1

0.202

0.006

0.351

8.7±9.9

1.3±0.7

1.6±1.0

0.331

0.008

0.427

Physical fitness

Peak lactate (mmol/L)
Glucose homeostasis

8.2±2.8#

Glucose (mmol/L)

18.4±11.8

Insulin (mmol/L)

6.6±4.1

HOMA-IR (10/%S)
#

#

#

Significantly different between groups at baseline at P<0.05
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Table 2. Vascular outcome parameters at 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 weeks of exercise training in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), and controls. Data is
presented as mean ± SD. P-values represent a 2-way ANOVA for the effect of training (0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 weeks) and group (T2DM vs control).
Weeks of exercise training
0

2

4

6

8

Training

Group

Training*Group

T2DM

4.7±0.5

4.6±0.5

4.6±0.6

4.5±0.5

4.5±0.6

0.216

0.352

0.958

Control

4.8±0.3

4.7±0.5

4.9±0.5

4.8±0.5

4.6±0.5

T2DM

3.4±2.1

4.4±3.5

4.1±2.1

4.3±1.9

3.9±1.9

0.094

0.225

0.532

Control

3.9±1.9

5.6±3.3

4.3±2.3

5.4±2.4

6.0±4.0

T2DM

15.3±6.0

14.3±7.6

16.0±7.4

19.0±6.4

16.6±6.8

0.228

0.641

0.957

Control

15.2±10.0

14.4±7.9

13.2±8.2

18.1±9.6

15.7±7.0

T2DM

13.4±5.9

13.4±7.2

13.1±6.0

10.2±5.2

11.5±6.7

0.489

0.102

0.642

Control

16.1±5.7

14.4±4.9

16.6±5.2

15.1±5.9

15.8±7.3

T2DM

12.0±4.6

10.3±3.8

11.8±4.9

10.7±4.1

9.9±4.5

0.322

0.100

0.524

Control

15.0±6.3

12.7±5.1

13.9±6.0

14.5±6.4

15.0±7.9

T2DM

5.2±0.7

5.1±0.7

5.1±0.4

5.4±0.6

5.0±0.7

0.592

0.660

0.125

Control

5.2±0.4

5.3±0.7

5.1±0.3

5.2±0.3

5.4±0.4

T2DM

920±417

868±325

855±323

971±304

844±339

0.674

0.173

0.888

Control

800±241

682±346

759±272

804±141

813±147

T2DM

0.27±0.15

0.41±0.34

0.32±0.14

0.52±0.28

0.53±0.49

0.036

0.640

0.903

Control

0.28±0.22

0.43±0.24

0.29±0.16

0.43±0.32

0.46±0.34

Brachial artery
Diameter (mm)

Flow mediated dilation (FMD, %)

Shear rateAUC (s, 103)

GTN (%)

CADC (%)

Peak diameter (mm)

Peak blood flowAUC (mL/min)

FMD/GTN

2-way ANOVA
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Table 3. Medication use in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), and controls (Control). Data is presented as mean ± SD. P-values represent
Pearson’s χ2.
Medication use

T2DM

Control

P-value

(N=13)

(N=10)

Insulin

3

0

0.103

Metformin

11

0

<0.001

Sulfonylurea

6

0

0.012

DPP4 inhibitor

0

0

-

Thiazolidinedione

0

0

-

ACE inhibitor

5

1

0.123

Angiotensin II inhibitor

2

0

0.194

Diuretic

3

2

0.859

Statin

9

2

0.019

Beta-blocker

4

0

0.054

Calcium antagonist

2

0

0.194

Acetylsalicylic acid

2

0

0.194

Coumarin derivative

1

0

0.370
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Figure 1. Brachial artery flow mediated dilation (A, FMD (%)), glyceryl trinitrate response
(B, GTN (%)), and FMD/GTN ratio (C) at weeks 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 of an 8-week exercise
training program in T2DM (black squares, n=13) and age-matched healthy controls (open
squares, n=10) Error bars represent SE. Data for the 2-way ANOVA (main effects for
‘training’, ‘group’ and ‘training*group’) are provided. *Post-hoc significantly different from
week 0 at P<0.05.
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